The issuance of Green Prescriptions has resulted in health improvements in many clients who turn to our partners for medical care. Based on baseline data, those participating in the Green Rx intervention at Health Services, Inc. through May, 2017:

- Were predominantly female (65%)
- Were predominately African American (66%)

Data indicate a relatively unhealthy participant population, with 83% either overweight or obese and only small percentages in the normal range for:

- Blood pressure (19%)
- A1C levels (16%)
- Fasting blood glucose levels (30%)
- Random blood glucose levels (31%)

Almost 40% had borderline/high total cholesterol levels. Considering results for all five medical indicators, 80% of the clients who received all five tests scored in the high risk range on two or more.

Data collected during follow-up indicate positive outcomes and behavioral change from the Green Rx intervention. Based on matched cases at baseline and 90-day follow-up:

- There was a drop of 11% in the number of patients classified as overweight.
- There was an 11% drop in the number of people with higher than normal blood pressure.
- 29% of those with elevated cholesterol at baseline moved to normal levels at follow-up.

26% fewer persons with diabetes had readings of 125+ while fasting, a drop of 13% for persons with diabetes readings of 125+ when taken at random, and a decline of 3% for persons with A1C readings of 6.4+ (i.e., defined as “diabetes”).

Patients indicated significantly less consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages and fried foods and greater consumption of water.